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Details of Visit:

Author: Aristarchus
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 8 Jul 2014 18:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

GFE is situated close to Sheffield Arena, right next to the site of the former Don Valley Stadium.
Parking available at rear.
The reception is a relaxed space and complimentary soft drinks are provided.
Rooms are very clean at GFE with good shower facilities.

The Lady:

Cherry is a beautiful girl.
Probably around 5'5" in height with a perfectly proportioned body and olive skin tone.
As well as being physically stunning, Cherry is also an intelligent and lovely lady - incredibly easy to
speak to.

The Story:

I arrived early evening at GFE without making an appointment & I was very lucky to find that Cherry
was available (having selected Cherry from a visit to the GFE website).
Cherry is even more beautiful in the flesh than her profile photographs suggest. I was led upstairs
and after taking a shower, Cherry came back into the room and gave me a great massage.
I opted for the GFE which was definitely the right choice - this was only my second GFE and I
cannot imagine it getting much better than this! The kissing was great and continued throughout the
half hour.
Whilst preferring not to describe in detail all that followed, I can say that everything we did (including
some fantastic extras) was amazing and Cherry is really great at everything she does.
Cherry genuinely seemed to enjoy our brief but exciting time - I hope to book a longer time on my
next visit. At the end there were five minutes left during which Cherry gave me another massage.
We then had a long and very personal chat afterwards during which we were both very open and at
ease with each other, especially bearing in mind this was the first time I had had the pleasure of
Cherry's company.
This is my first review on here, written purely because I had such a great time. Cherry is a really
special lady and should be treated with the respect she deserves. I can't wait for the next time.

P.S. Nice win on the football betting for us both!
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